ShadowCash
ShadowCash is a state of the art cash tracking device.
ShadowCash is the solution to tracking
and acquiring stolen bank cash.
Shadow Cash’s flexible design allows it
to be used in a variety of tracking
situations.
The primary components of Shadow
Cash unit are advanced cellular and
GPS connectivity chips matched with an
extremely low profile board design.
Cutting edge battery technology allows
a low profile for factor as well as long
periods between charges.
Shadow Cash fits nicely in a stack of
cash, is flexible, and can be placed
seamlessly in a cash drawer along side
regular, non-tracking cash.
For
alternative situations the core unit can
be fitted with a larger battery and a
variety of sensors to fit customer needs.

Shadow Cash is complemented by
(TrackSTing) Tactical Awareness Beacon
Systems back end system, which tracks
each Shadow Cash unit in real time.
TrackSting also has a wide selection of
alarms utilizing geo spatial tracking, and
customizable sensors which can be
integrated into Shadow Cash
Once a ShadowCash unit is activated, a
signal gets sent to TrackSting. Bank
security forces are alerted via an
auditory alarm as well as a flashing red
icon on an interactive map, allowing
security to know where the unit is in the
world with second by second updates.
Local authorities can then be given play
by play updates of the criminals escape
path, thus ensuring capture and the
return of the cash.

www.tabscorp.com

Shadow Cash

®

ACCURATE, FAST, LOW PROFILE, COST EFFECTIVE DEVICE FOR TRACKING STOLEN CASH

Battery Life Tracking
Battery Life Resting
Location Updates Tracking
Service (Software)
Operating Temperature
Network Interface
Sensors Available
Power Requirements
Charging Method
Certifications
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Weight

5hours on full charge. *
7 months on full charge. *
Every 10 seconds
T.A.B.S. TrackSting
-25 - 60 C / -13 - 140 F **
Cellular GSM, SMS, TCP/IP, UDP/IP
Varied, customizable
Battery or low voltage DC
On unit charging or battery replacement
FCC, PTCRB, UL
< 10.5 x 4 x 0.7 cm
< 60 grams *

* Battery life and dimensions/weight will vary based on model. Specifications for unit hidden in cash.
**Alternative battery technologies for cold weather use are available.
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